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Readable Bible Links With Impact Foundation to
Produce the Only Bible in Modern Formats
Leawood, Kansas – November 15, 2016 – The Impact Foundation, a tax-exempt organization, has
become the fiscal partner of The Readable Bible to help publish the only Bible version with the accuracy
of the original manuscripts and the easy readability of today’s nonfiction books.
Impact Foundation invests charitable capital to create economic, social and spiritual transformation.
It's called impact investing, and Forbes has named it the #1 trend in philanthropy for the last two years.
The foundation and The Readable Bible Founder Rodney Laughlin will form Liddell Press, Inc. to publish
The Readable Bible. Under development for over seven years, The Readable Bible is scheduled for
release in 2020.
“We are pleased to have a philanthropic non-profit with a national reputation for impact investing as
our partner in publishing God’s word in modern formats,” said Laughlin.
About The Readable Bible
The Readable Bible is Scripture in today’s formats, the way it would look if Moses, David, Paul and the
other recorders of Scripture were sitting at a computer when God spoke to them. It is primarily a wordfor-word translation with footnoted thought-for-thought translations when needed for easier
readability. Unlike most Bibles that present text in difficult-to-read paragraph blocks, The Readable Bible
presents the 27 types of information in Scripture in 17 modern formats, making the Bible as readable
and approachable as any popular nonfiction book.
About Rod Laughlin
Rod Laughlin holds a Master of Divinity degree from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. He has
served the Lord as a Christian businessman, pastor and Bible teacher. Today his primary work is leading
the development of The Readable Bible.
The Impact Foundation
The Impact Foundation (www.ImpactFoundation.org) is organized for and operating exclusively for
exempt purposes within the meaning of Internal Revenue Code §501(c)(3). The IRS has granted the
foundation tax exempt status. For more information on the foundation, contact Aimee Minnich (email:
aimee@impactfoundation.org; telephone: 913-297-1804).
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